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Abstract
I. Our electrical energy demand is highly variable and unpredictable, and our electricity supply is from
conversion processes that have very slow response time. The resulting
time mismatch between the supply and demand of electricity leads to
variable and sometimes unstable electricity output and electrical power
failure. Recent integration of intermittent renewable energy sources
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III. Various major research funding sources and characteristics/missions of
these sources and how they differ will be discussed. Success with these
sources requires understanding their missions and review processes.
Key aspects to a good proposal will be presented with specific examples.
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II. Six key components to success in graduate school will be discussed.
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such as wind and solar to the electrical grids exacerbates this time
mismatch problem because it adds a highly variable and unpredictable
electrical energy supply source to the electrical generation network.
These problems can be addressed by the integration of electrical energy
storage systems such as reversible fuel cells. This presentation will
discuss these issues and the research of my group at the University of
Kansas on electrical energy storage.
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